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Looking for an inventory management that doesn’t
merely interface, but integrates with your Visual
AccountMate System?
Executive Concepts Inc. Introduces:

for

DART - What Is It?
DART is a software solution that makes use of reliable and
reasonably priced Radio-Frequency terminals. The system is
available with most common required functions for efficient and
effective inventory management. DART integrates seamlessly with
Visual AccountMate.
Within a secure environment, DART allows users to perform daily
activities without being bound to a wired Visual AccountMate device,
achieving greater productivity. For example, users can pick and ship
an order wirelessly from anywhere in the warehouse!

DART Features:
DART is a Direct Access Remote Terminal system that allows you,
the user, to query and update your live Visual AccountMate data
in Real Time from anywhere in the building using wireless, radiofrequency terminals.
Finally, a reasonably priced solution for inventory management and
more!

In this Issue:
- Learn more about DART, our new, exciting product!
Read More
- Check out the numerous features that DART offers
Read More
- Discover how your client’s business can benefit from
implementing the DART system
Read More
- This issue’s feature: Bin Transfers. Walk through the
procedure to move inventory from one bin in the ware
house to another.
Read More
- We want to hear from you
Read More

The DART solution is a complete inventory management system
that enhances Visual AccountMate systems. All of the functions
are executed from a wireless radio-frequency device and will
automatically update Visal AccountMate data, saving you time and
money!
Some of DART’s Functions:
Item Inquiries
Ship Sales Order
Receive Purchase Order
Physical Counts

Inventory Transfers
Put Aways
Picking
Assign Lot Numbers

Some of DART’s Features:
Source Code Available
Integrated Bar Code Scanner
Add your own Functions

Table-Driven
Easy to Customize
Voice Prompts Available

The impressive functionality of DART makes our system a powerful
tool to improve any business. Please contact us for a complete list
of functions and features.

DART Benefits:
The primary benefits of DART can be narrowed down to CAT - Cost,
Accuracy, and Timeliness.
DART is a comprehensive inventory management system and is
available at a competitive price. Unlike other service providers,
there are no additional servers or databases to purchase in order
to use DART. The radio-frequency devices that control the DART
system are cost effective and highly efficient. The benefits of DART
include not only the costs of the equipment involved: there are
intangible savings such as reduced labor involved in data entry and
error checking that make this product an unsurpassable offer.

functions will appear. Select Bin Transfers by entering the
appropriate letter from the menu and press <Enter> on the RF
terminal.
The system will then prompt the user to enter or scan in the item
number. You can enter the item by item number, bar code, or by
the customer’s item number. If the item has specifications such as
colour, or size, DART will ask for this information as well.
Next, the user must scan the number on the bin from which the item
is to be moved. DART will check the database to confirm that the
item already exists in this bin before continuing.

The R/F devices come equipped with bar code scanners that
eliminate the need for manual data entry. You can rely on the
accuracy of the DART system because data collected from the
R/F device is automatically updated in your Visual AccountMate
database, so there is no need to double-check orders before they
are processed. Employees can now engage in more productive
activities. Inventory and financial data are integrated seamlessly,
meaning you can make more informed decisions. Customer
satisfaction will improve because your business will deliver quality
products on time, and without errors.

The user is then prompted to enter in the item quantity to be
transferred. DART verifies that the selected bin has sufficient
stock of this item to transfer. If your business makes use of serial
numbers, and lot numbers, DART incorporates these concepts and
will prompt the user to enter the appropriate information to track
your items correctly.

Real Time updates of Visual AccountMate production data sets
DART apart from the competition. As your employees receive a
shipment, the system performs the appropriate updates in your
Visual AccountMate database that can be viewed by a PC. Best
of all, the DART system is easy to learn and use. Your system will
be up and running in no time. Employees will enjoy using the R/F
devices and bar code scanners. They will get more work done with
less effort and in less time.

Upon acceptance, the system performs the appropriate updates,
just as if the transfer was done from a PC!

DART will improve your business and save you money!

This Issue’s Feature: Bin Transfers
Bin transfers allow you to move inventory from one bin in your
warehouse to a different bin. DART ensures that your inventory and
accounting systems are fully syncronized during this process and all
other DART functions.
A user can simply log on to the RF device and a menu of available

Finally, the user can physically transfer the inventory to the new bin,
and scan the destination bin number into the RF device.

All of this can be done from a wireless RF device anywhere within
the building!

We Want to Hear from You!
Suggestions for other functions you would like to see DART
perform? Questions about any of DART’s features? Looking for
more information on the RF devices?
We want to hear from you! Please send us an email at
info@executiveconcepts.com or call toll-free 1.888.324.7877.
Or visit our website at www.executiveconcepts.com for more
information.

